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HOW TO RUN A DIVING SCORE TABLE 
 
       A            B             C             B             A 
 
 
 
                X = Announcer 
        D 
 
 
     1) Record judges’ scores 
     2) Cross out high score and low score 
  (RECORDER)  3) Add remaining three scores together 
     4) Pass the diver’s score sheet to the CALCULATOR 
 
 
     1) Using the “D.D. Slide Rule Calculator,” locate the points 
         earned for each dive and record it on the diver’s sheet 
  (CALCULATOR)     in the appropriate space. 
     2) After the first round of dives, add the running total of the 
         divers’ scores. 
     3) Pass the diver’s sheet to the CHECKER. 
 
 
     1) When the dive sheets are passed to you, check to see 
          if the scores agree. 
     2) If both dive sheets agree, turn the sheets over. 
     3) If the dive sheets DO NOT agree, find the mistake and 
         correct it. If the mistake is in the recorded score, check 
         with the MASTER SCORER (D) to see which sheet has 
  (CHECKER)      the correct scores listed on it. If the difference is the  
 
 

B

  
C

A

        Degree if Difficulty total, Check the D.D. Calculator. The 
        error may also be in the addition of the diver’s total score. 

   4) After several sheets agree, pass one set to the announcer  
       and the other set to the opposite end of the table. 
   5) On the final round of dives, arrange the divers’ sheets  
       by total score immediately after you check each sheet. 
 
 
   1) On a separate sheet of paper, keep a record of every 

                     divers’ scores for each event. You are the “BACKUP” 
    (MASTER SCORER)     in case one of the Recorders recorded the wrong score. 
    ** The Master Scorer DOES NOT cross out the high and 
        low scores. For more accurate results, TWO Recorders 
        and TWO Calculators should be used (See Diagram) 
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